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Hillary’s Computer System Hacked, Vladimir Putin
Designated “Number One Bad Guy”. Revelation of
Political Racketeering Not Newsworthy
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When in doubt, it’s Russia’s fault, Vladimir Putin designated the West’s No. 1 bad guy.

He’s blamed for virtually anything Washington and NATO contrive. A longterm adversarial
relationship persists, risking potentially devastating consequences.

Facts never interfere with Western propaganda, outrageous accusations featured with no
corroborating proof.

The New York Times is the lead disseminator, mouthpiece for Washington and Hillary’s
campaign,  journalistic  ethics  and  principles  discarded  entirely  –  neocon/neoliberal
credentials  replacing  them.

Citing an unnamed “federal law enforcement official,” The Times accused Russia of hacking
into Hillary’s  computer  system. Her  campaign blames Moscow for  “trying to  sway the
outcome of the election,” according to The Times, adding:

The Democratic Congressional Campaign Committee, the fund-raising arm for
House Democrats, also said on Friday that its systems had been hacked.

What happened

“appears  to  have  come  from an  entity  known  as  ‘Fancy  Bear,’  which  is
connected to the GRU, the Russian military intelligence service, according to
an official involved in the forensic investigation.”

American intelligence agencies have told the White House they have ‘high
confidence’  that  the  Russian  government  was  behind  the  theft  of  emails  and
documents from the Democratic National Committee.
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Fact: Believe nothing US sources, the Clinton campaign and their media echo chamber
report – especially from The New York Times, Hillary’s press agent, conducting an ongoing
campaign to get her elected in November.

Fact: Blaming Russia for virtually anything without verifiable proof is part longstanding Putin
bashing.

He’s  vilified  solely  for  political  reasons,  notably  his  support  for  nation-state  sovereignty,
diplomacy over force in resolving conflicts, and multi-world polarity – positions Washington
opposes, irreconcilably opposite its hegemonic agenda.

The possibility of Hillary succeeding Obama next year should terrify everyone, energizing
mass activism to stop her.

Her ruthless agenda includes endless wars of aggression. The issue in November is simple
and unambiguous, without a shadow of a doubt: Hillary must be defeated! Humanity’s fate
depends on it!

Stephen Lendman lives in Chicago. He can be reached atlendmanstephen@sbcglobal.net. 

His new book as editor and contributor is titled “Flashpoint in Ukraine: US Drive for
Hegemony Risks WW III.”

http://www.claritypress.com/LendmanIII.html

Visit his blog site atsjlendman.blogspot.com. 

Listen to cutting-edge discussions with distinguished guests on the Progressive Radio News
Hour on the Progressive Radio Network.
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